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SUMMARY
Differentiation is crucial for multicellularity. However, it is inherently susceptible to mutant cells that fail to
differentiate. These mutants outcompete normal cells by excessive self-renewal. It remains unclear what
mechanisms can resist such mutant expansion. Here, we demonstrate a solution by engineering a synthetic
differentiation circuit in Escherichia coli that selects against thesemutants via a biphasic fitness strategy. The
circuit provides tunable production of synthetic analogs of stem, progenitor, and differentiated cells. It resists
mutations by coupling differentiation to the production of an essential enzyme, thereby disadvantaging non-
differentiating mutants. The circuit selected for and maintained a positive differentiation rate in long-term
evolution. Surprisingly, this rate remained constant across vast changes in growth conditions. We found
that transit-amplifying cells (fast-growing progenitors) underlie this environmental robustness. Our results
provide insight into the stability of differentiation and demonstrate a powerful method for engineering evolu-
tionarily stable multicellular consortia.
INTRODUCTION

Differentiation is a fundamental multicellular trait.1–9 In simple or-

ganisms, cellular differentiation irreversibly produces daughter

cells that have specialized function but that lose the ability to repli-

cate.10,11 For example, the cyanobacterium Anabaena forms

multicellular assemblies containing two cell types: self-renewing,

stem-like vegetative cells that fix carbon and non-dividing differ-

entiated heterocysts that fix nitrogen.10 When nitrogen is scarce,

vegetative cells differentiate directly into heterocysts, which pro-

vide nitrogen for the rest of the colony. This irreversible process

is accomplished genetically—by excision of genomic loci.10,12

Other examples of simple genetic differentiation, such as phase

variation, arewidespread in bacteria.11,13,14 Inmammals, differen-

tiation takes place not by genetic changes but by epigenetics, as

in the case of hematopoiesis, which produces the various blood

cell types in amulti-step, branching lineage with intermediate pro-

genitor cells.2,3,15,16 In this work, we are inspired by the simple

bacterial form of differentiation.

Despite its crucial importance, differentiation is inherently sus-

ceptible to loss of function. Amutant stemcell that does not differ-

entiate has a proliferative advantage over other stem cells: it

reproduces faster because more of its progeny are self-renew-

ing.17–19 Such a mutant will thus outcompete properly differenti-

ating stem cells (Figure 1A)—a process known as ‘‘mutant take-

over.’’17 This takeover is detrimental to the overall fitness of the
Cell 187, 931–944, Febr
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organism due to a concomitant loss of appropriate cell-type ra-

tios. For example, in certain leukemias, mutant hematopoietic

stem cells with abnormally low differentiation rate outcompete

non-mutant stem cells, causing a dearth of functional circulating

blood cells.20,21 Mutant takeover is also a major concern in syn-

thetic differentiation systems, which aim to produce multiple cell

types for applications such as production of toxic proteins.22

Given this inherent susceptibility tomutants, theremust be con-

trol mechanisms in place that prevent loss of stem cell differenti-

ation via mutant takeover in natural systems.18 One proposed

mechanism is antagonistic pleiotropy23,24: a trait (such asdifferen-

tiation) that is naively disadvantageous to a cell can be stabilized

by having a second essential or beneficial function. In such a case,

loss of the ability to differentiate would give the mutant cell a se-

lective disadvantage, thereby preventing mutant takeover.

Karin and Alon17 expanded the binary concept of antagonistic

pleiotropy into a continuous one termed biphasic fitness (Fig-

ure 1A). In biphasic fitness, a quantitative trait such as differentia-

tion rate increases fitness (i.e., overall proliferative capability) of

the stem cell up to a point before the disadvantage takes over

and fitness drops. Plotting stem cell fitness versus differentiation

rate then includes both a rising phase and a falling phase (hence

‘‘biphasic’’), with an optimal, non-zero differentiation rate. This is

in contrast to the situation in which differentiation only reduces

stem cell fitness, resulting in a monotonic dependence of fitness

on differentiation rate (Figure 1A). Biphasic control has been
uary 15, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 931
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Synthetic differentiating E. coli with biphasic control yields a fitness curve with a non-zero optimal differentiation rate

(A) Schematic of biphasic and monophasic differentiating circuits. Stem cells (S) differentiate at a rate a into differentiated cells (D) or self-renew at rate 1 � a.

Because D dies at a rate b, while S does not, differentiation is inherently disadvantageous. In the monophasic case, zero differentiation (a = 0) yields the

maximum fitness. In the biphasic case, wherein stem cells reap a benefit from differentiation, a non-zero differentiation rate a> 0 yields optimum fitness.

(B) Molecular detail of the biphasic differentiation circuit. Integrase, expressed in all cells, irreversibly cuts a target plasmid, removing trimethoprim resistance

gene folA and simultaneously inducing the expression of the essential tryptophan-producing eznyme trpC.

(legend continued on next page)
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studied in oncogenic mutants25–30 and population control circuits

with no differentiation.31,32 In the context of differentiation, the

concept of biphasic control has yet to be tested experimentally.

One approach to studying biphasic control of differentiation is

to search for it in naturally occurring tissues. However, finding

such a system can be challenging because natural biphasic regu-

lation can be convoluted. For example, biphasic regulation can

select for differentiation at early times but against differentiation

at later times.24 This makes identifying natural biphasic regulation

and testing its importance far from trivial. In contrast, a synthetic

‘‘build-to-understand’’ approach33,34 can be useful by allowing

one to test the extent of mutant resistance in biphasic versus

monophasic differentiation circuits in a controlled setting. One

would expect the synthetic biphasic control to maintain differenti-

ation by preventing the spread of non-differentiating stemcell mu-

tants that arise rapidly in a monophasic circuit. A successful

mutant resistance system could also be broadly applicable to

evolutionary stability of synthetic circuits.35–40

Here, we engineer a synthetic differentiation circuit with inter-

mediate progenitor states into Escherichia coli. We provided this

strain with biphasic control, coupling differentiation to the

expression of an essential gene. The engineered strain provides

a controlled biological model to study biphasic stem cell differ-

entiation. We use competition and evolution experiments to

demonstrate the extent of mutant resistance provided by this

control. Furthermore, by growing cultures in a variety of growth

conditions, we probe the effect of environmental pressures on

growth and differentiation rates. We find that biphasic control

provides robustness to mutant takeover. Surprisingly, it is also

robust to environmental changes, maintaining a nearly constant

optimal differentiation rate across awide range of conditions.We

found that this environmental robustness is driven by transit-

amplifying (fast-growing progenitor) states. Thus, we demon-

strate that biphasic control can ensure a stable differentiation

rate that is protected both from environmental variation and

from mutant takeover.

RESULTS

Biphasic circuit design based on integrase-driven
differentiation
Inspired by natural differentiation in organisms such as Ana-

baena, we sought to design a synthetic circuit that irreversibly

generates non-growing daughter cells (Figures 1B–1D). The

design uses an integrase to irreversibly cut out a segment of

DNA to generate differentiated cells—which are defined by the

absence of this DNA segment. The excised DNA carries anti-
(C) Population-level design of the differentiation circuit. Due to random replicatio

stem cell descendants, which nonetheless inherit tryptophan and trpC in their cy

non-differentiating, ‘‘mutant’’ stem cells S*, which have no tryptophan.

(D) The circuit design has three primary experimental knobs controlled by extern

differentiates S to P to D. Some reversibility of P to S (dashed arrow) is possible d

differentially by external trp and TMP due to their differing expression of trpC an

(E) The engineered strain shows a biphasic fitness curve as a function of differentia

Shaded areas are standard deviations across three replicates on separate days.

(F) Measurement of fraction of cut plasmids per cell at 48 h (see STAR Methods

Concentrations of trp and TMP as in (E).

See also Figure S1.
biotic resistance so that differentiated cells cannot divide in the

presence of antibiotics. Biphasic fitness is introduced in the

design by engineering the cutting process to induce the expres-

sion of an essential metabolic gene. Thus, losing differentiation is

coupled to the loss of this essential metabolic function.

Specifically, we introduced a large serine integrase,41 A118,

into E. coli via a plasmid that we call the integrase plasmid (Fig-

ure 1B). The integrase recognizes a pair of integration sites on a

separate target plasmid and irreversibly removes the intervening

sequence. We designed this sequence to contain a trimethoprim

(TMP) resistance gene, Pseudomonadota folA. Differentiation

corresponds to the action of the integrase. We define ‘‘stem

cells’’ as those cells containing folA on uncut target plasmids

and ‘‘differentiated cells’’ as those lacking folA. Thus, we ex-

pected that these stem cells can grow in the presence of TMP,

whereas differentiated cells cannot.

To achieve biphasic control of differentiation, we engineered

the cells so that the act of differentiation, namely, cutting out of

the DNA segment, induces the expression of a gene that pro-

vides a fitness advantage (Figure 1B). To do so, we worked in

a DtrpC strain auxotrophic for tryptophan (trp) and designed

the target plasmid so that the integrase splices a copy of trpC

in front of the pAra promoter that drives folA in uncut plasmids,

thus coupling differentiation to the production of essential trp.

For this design to work, we anticipated that it would be impor-

tant for the target plasmid to be present in multiple copies (Fig-

ure 1C). Multiple copies would be needed because with a single

copy, stem cells would have no trpC and would not grow for

lack of trp, whereas the differentiated cells would have no folA

and would not grow for lack of TMP resistance. We therefore

used a medium-copy (p15A) target plasmid.42 For integrase

expression, we used a low-copy (pSC101) plasmid to lower the in-

tegrase-to-target ratio, aiming to generate a dynamic range of cut

versus uncut plasmids as a function of integrase expression. This

departs from previous synthetic uses of integrase for the genera-

tion of logic functions, which used single-copy targets with high

integrase expression to avoid aberrant intermediate states.41,43,44

With a range of states (i.e., number of cut plasmids) available

to cells, stemness now becomes a matter of degree rather

than a binary feature—similar to sequential differentiation path-

ways with multiple progenitors.2,45 We thus define a ‘‘pure

stem cell’’ as one with no cut plasmids, a ‘‘progenitor cell’’ as

a cell with an intermediate number of cut plasmids, and a ‘‘fully

differentiated cell’’ as a cell in which all plasmids are cut.

The biphasic design makes use of these multiple states by

coupling integrase activity to the fitness of each state (Figure 1C).

We expected that random replication and segregation of target
n and segregation of plasmids, progenitors can give rise to genetically ‘‘pure’’

toplasm. Such recently differentiated stem cells have a fitness advantage over

al factors DAPG, trp, and TMP. DAPG induces the integrase expression that

ue to random plasmid segregation (see [C]). S, P, and D growth can be tuned

d folA.

tion rate, as induced via DAPG, in low-trp (1.56 mM) high-TMP (25 ng/mL)media.

) supports the picture in (C), with progenitor states having the highest fitness.

Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024 933
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plasmids into daughter cells can either increase or decrease

stemness by producing cells with more or fewer uncut plasmids,

respectively. This would result in a pool of stem and progenitor

cells that are to some extent interchangeable, echoing state

transitions in metazoan differentiation lineages.46,47

Fully differentiated cells—cells where all plasmid copies are

cut—cannot return to this pool due to the irreversibility of the cut-

ting process. These cells are thus terminally differentiated, and

any remnant FolA protein inherited from progenitor parents will

be diluted by cell division until growth is stopped by TMP. On

the other hand, we anticipate that pure stem cells (lacking cut

plasmids) will descend at some rate from progenitors. These

stem cells would inherit TrpC cytoplasmically from progenitors,

which would then be diluted out until further integrase activity in-

duces trpC expression. The cytoplasmically inherited TrpC

would thus provide a fitness advantage to stem cells whose

recent ancestors differentiated, compared with mutant stem

cells that have not differentiated for many generations due to

loss of integrase function (Figure 1C).

The resulting synthetic strain, which is denoted as biphasically

differentiating E. coli (BDEC), is designed to have several experi-

mental knobs for tuning parameters (Figure 1D). Differentiation

rate is driven by integrase expression, under the control of the

inducer 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG), which releases repres-

sion by the transcription factor PhlF.41,48 The concentrations of

trp and TMP in the media modulate the effectiveness of FolA and

TrpC, respectively (Figures S1A–S1D). Finally, arabinose controls

the overall expression of folA and trpC (Figure 1B).

Biphasic differentiation circuit shows biphasic fitness
We constructed the BDEC circuit following the above design. To

test whether the fitness of this strain is indeed biphasic, we grew

it in a medium with low trp and high TMP (STAR Methods). We

startedwithapopulationofpure stemcells (>97%uncut plasmids;

see STAR Methods) and quantified fitness as the culture yield

(measuredbyoptical density) as a functionofDAPGconcentration

(Figure 1E). The higher the DAPG induction, the lower the number

of uncut plasmids, as expected (Figure S1E). Optical density (OD)

wasmaximal at intermediate integrase induction (�20 mMDAPG),

irrespectiveof thedurationof the experiment, indicatingabiphasic

fitness curve.

Measuring the fraction of cut plasmids in individual cells

(Figures 1F and S1F; STAR Methods) shows that low induction

leads tomostly pure stem cells (�60% at 1.25 mMDAPG), high in-

duction leads tomostly pure differentiated cells (�60% at 160 mM

DAPG), and intermediate induction leads to mostly progenitors

(�60% at 20 mM DAPG). Without induction, no growth was

observed within 48 h. Similarly, a pure differentiated population

(with pre-cut target plasmid) failed to growwithin 48 h. Co-culture

of folA-expressing cells with trpC-expressing cells also did not

grow, ruling out cross-feeding of trp or resistance between stem

and differentiated cells (Figure S1G). Finally, the same circuit

does not grow in low-trp, high-TMP media when using a single-

copy target plasmid (Figure S3), indicating the need for multiple

copies of the target as expected.

We conclude that BDEC fails to grow at low integrase induc-

tion due to lack of trp, and it fails to grow at high induction due

to a lack of TMP resistance. At intermediate integrase induction,
934 Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024
we obtain amixture of cells with varied degrees of differentiation,

as evidenced via qPCR by the presence of both cut and uncut

plasmids in the resulting culture (Figure S1E) and in individual

cells (Figures 1F and S1F; STAR Methods). Thus, BDEC consti-

tutes a synthetic bacterial analog of a biphasic differentiation cir-

cuit. The stem cells can self-renew and generate progenitor

cells, which irreversibly generate terminally differentiated cells

that do not grow in low-trp, high-TMP conditions.

Biphasic differentiation circuit selects for awell-defined
differentiation rate
In the initial experiments described above, the differentiation rate

was set externally by the inducer DAPG, which determines the

integrase expression level. Under these conditions, there is an

optimal differentiation rate defined by an intermediate induction

level that maximizes yield.

We next asked whether selection would stabilize a particular

differentiation rate and whether this rate would be close to the

optimal rate that we found by adjusting DAPG. For this purpose,

we performed a competition experiment between 11 strains with

an identical circuit but with different levels of integrase achieved

by a different A118 ribosome binding site (RBS) in each strain

(Figure 2A). These RBSes, selected from a library of 4,096 vari-

ants that was expected to cover�5 orders ofmagnitude in trans-

lation rate (STAR Methods; Figures S2A–S2C), were chosen to

exhibit a range of integrase activity (Figure 2B).

Upon induction by DAPG, these strains provided different

fitness curves, each with a different optimal induction level (Fig-

ure 2A). At 10 mM DAPG, the strains showed a range of integrase

activity, asmeasured by the fraction of uncut target plasmids (Fig-

ure 2B).We ranked the strains 1–11 according to this integrase ac-

tivity. The integrase activity correlated well with peak response to

DAPG, except for one outlier strain, which showed the weakest

response to DAPG but medium integrase activity (Figure S2D).

This strain had a noticeable growth defect in +trp media, and

western blot analysis (Figure S2E) showed that this strain had

very high integrase expression. We thus ranked it 11th, corre-

sponding to the highest integrase expression.

To compete the strains, we mixed the 11 strains in equal

amounts and grew them in 10 mM DAPG, low-trp, high-TMP me-

dium over the course of several days, diluting the culture 1:100

each day (Figure 2C; STARMethods). By sequencing the cultures,

we found that the variants of intermediate rank were strongly

selected for within 3 days (Figure 2D). By day 3, the strain popula-

tion fractions ranked closely according to the distance of their

optimal DAPG induction from 10 mM (Figure S2F). In particular,

the most prevalent strains have peaks closest to 10 mM DAPG.

To compare this biphasic selection with amonophasic differen-

tiation control, we reran the competition in high-trp, high-TMPme-

dium, where we expect no selection against low differentiation

rates, because trpC expression is superfluous in high-trp media.

Indeed,we found thatvariantswith lowrankwerestronglyselected

for within 3–4 days (Figure 2E). Plotting the population fractions in

both biphasic and monophasic cases against integrase activity

rather than rank supports the same conclusions (Figures S2G

and S2H).

We conclude that the biphasic synthetic differentiation circuit

can select for a defined differentiation rate close to the optimum.
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Figure 2. Competition of biphasic strains with different differentiation rates selects for an intermediate differentiation rate

(A) Eleven individual strains with different integrase RBSes of varying strengths each have their own biphasic fitness curve as a function of DAPG in low-trp (0.25

mM), high-TMP (10 ng/mL)media. Shifted peaks reflect optimization for different externally supplied DAPG. Shaded bands are standard deviations over 3 technical

(same-day) repeats. Hue is consistent in subsequent panels to simplify comparison.

(B) The differentiation rate of all strains at a single DAPG concentration (dashed line in A, 10 mM)was quantified and ranked based on the fraction of uncut plasmids

in +trp media, reflecting integrase activity. Strain 11 (starred) appears out of place in this quantification due to extremely high integrase expression that resulted in

a growth defect (Figures S2D and S2E; STAR Methods).

(C) Competition was run by mixing equal concentrations of strains, diluting once per day, and sequencing the RBS region.

(D) Competing the 11 strains in �trp +TMP media shows selection for the strains with intermediate-level differentiation rate at 10 mM integrase induction.

(E) Repeating the competition in +trp +TMP media shows selection for low integrase induction.

Error bars are standard deviations across 4 independent histories. See also Figure S2. Growth conditions in (B), (D), and (E) are in high TMP (500 ng/mL). In (B) and

(E), this was supplemented with 385 mM trp. In (D), initial Day 0 culture was supplemented with 0.25 mM trp (see STAR Methods).
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The circuit provides a selective disadvantage to variants that in-

crease or decrease integrase expression. In particular, it provides

a selective disadvantage to variants with very low integrase activ-

ity, which can be considered analogous to mutant stem cells that

do not differentiate. This is in contrast to monophasic differentia-

tion,whichprovidesaselectiveadvantage fordecreased integrase

expression.

Differentiation rate is robust to environmental
pressures
The biphasic experiments described so far were performed in a

single environment (medium), with low trp and high TMP (STAR
Methods). We next asked how changing the environment affects

the fitness curve as a function of differentiation rate (DAPG con-

centration) and, in particular, how it affects the optimal differen-

tiation rate. This is a robustness question because changes in

the environment alter the selective pressure on the two arms of

the biphasic curve.

We first repeated the induction curve experiment in three addi-

tional extreme environments (Figure 3A). Without trp or TMP

(�trp �TMP), the fitness curve rose monotonically with DAPG

(Figure 3A, solid blue line), reflecting the fact that increasing

differentiation provides increased trp production without the

cost of reduced TMP resistance. With abundant trp and TMP
Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024 935
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Figure 3. Biphasic differentiation is robust to environmental conditions

(A) Fitness curves with approximately saturating levels of trp and/or TMP show expected monotonically increasing, monotonically decreasing, biphasic, and flat

trends (�trp = 1.56 mM, +trp = 25 mM, �TMP = 0 ng/mL, +TMP = 6.25 ng/mL).

(B) Fitness curves were quantified by the peak fitness and corresponding optimal differentiation rate, as well as ameasure of nonmonotonicity of the fitness curve

(colors consistent with C–H).

(C–E) Heatmaps show graded responses of yield and nonmonotonicity, but nearly constant optimal differentiation rate except in the complete absence of TMP.

Concentrations of trp and TMP in (A) are marked by circles in (C), with line styles corresponding to the curves in (A).

(legend continued on next page)
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(+trp +TMP), the fitnesscurve decreasedapproximatelymonoton-

ically (Figure 3A, dashed orange line)—increased differentiation

only causes loss of resistance, the abundant trp removing any se-

lective pressure to induce trpC. With abundant trp and no TMP

(+trp�TMP), thefitness functionwasapproximatelyflat (Figure3A,

solid orange line), reflecting no selective pressure on the produc-

tion of either trp or TMP resistance.

To understand how such divergent fitness curves interconvert

in less extreme environments, we repeated the induction curve

experiment in 36 combinations of 6 levels of trp and 6 levels of

TMP, each ranging in concentration across four orders of magni-

tude. For each combination, we quantified the maximum yield

(yopt), optimal differentiation rate (xopt), and nonmonotonicity of

the fitness curve (
2yopt

y0+ ymax
), where y0 and ymax are the yields at

0 and 200 mM DAPG, respectively (Figure 3B). As expected,

the maximum yield increased with increasing trp and decreasing

TMP (Figure 3C), reflecting the decreasing selective pressures.

Also as expected, nonmonotonicity increased with decreasing

trp and increasing TMP (Figure 3D).

Notably, the optimal differentiation rate remained around

15.7 ± 3.9 mM DAPG (median ± interquartile range [IQR] over

all environments) (Figure 3E). Indeed, the optimal differentiation

rate varied by only �1.7-fold across environmental conditions

(trp/TMP), except in complete absence of TMP. This suggests

that the optimal differentiation rate in the biphasic system is

robust to environmental conditions that change over four orders

of magnitude.

To understand the origin of this robustness, we developed a

mathematical model that describes the growing culture as logis-

tic growth of interconverting cell types. This model includes a

single-cell growth rate that is a function of the environment

and the number of cut plasmids per cell, as well as the produc-

tion of a differentiation-state distribution based on integrase

activity and random replication and inheritance of plasmids

(Figures S4A–S4C; Table S1; see STAR Methods for further

details).

Themodel agreeswith thedataqualitatively, showing the same

general trends in the maximum yield, nonmonotonicity, and

optimal differentiation rate across environments (Figures 3F–

3H). In particular, it recapitulates the robustness of optimal differ-

entiation rate (12.5± 5.2 mMDAPGmedian ± IQRover all environ-

ments), which remained largely constant except at low TMP

levels.

To test which parameters controlled this robustness, we reran

the simulations with different parameter values (Figures 3I and

S4D). This is comparable to simulating a range of differentiation

circuits, such as ones with a different number of progenitor

states. We expected robust parameter sets to provide an inter-

mediate optimal differentiation rate (avoiding a pure stem or fully

differentiated population) that varies little across environments;

we quantified these aspects of the simulation results by the me-

dian and IQR of xopt, respectively.
(F–H) An interchangeable-cell-type logistic growthmodel (STARMethods) qualita

(C)–(E), respectively.

(I) Model median and interquartile range of optimal differentiation rate (xopt ) acro

reference the parameter values used in (F)–(H).

Values in (A) and (C)–(E) are averages of repeats on 3 separate days. Bands in (A
We found that the optimal differentiation rate is robust as long

as plasmid copy number is sufficiently high (T10), trpC and folA

expression per plasmid are strong enough to be comparable to

sourcing trp or removing TMP from the environment, and ‘‘leaky’’

growth rates are low (Figure S4). Because these conditions have

only a lower or upper bound, none require fine tuning. The simu-

lations also indicate that the cutting rate must be faster than di-

vision, although a very high cutting rate requires very low xopt to

avoid a fully differentiated population. Thus, the model indicates

robust differentiation rate as a function of environment in a

manner robust to the circuit parameters.

The mathematical requirements for the environmental robust-

ness of differentiation rate can be interpreted as a need for many

progenitor states (states with different numbers of cut and uncut

target plasmids). These intermediate progenitor states are tran-

sient but evade selective pressures (having both abundant trp pro-

duction and TMP resistance in our system). They thus have higher

growth rates than either stem or differentiated cells, analogous to

transit-amplifying cells in mammalian tissues. Overly fast or slow

differentiation will not produce a distribution of cell stateswith suf-

ficiently large numbers of transit-amplifying cells. This suggests

that a large number of transit-amplifying cells, generated through

intermediate differentiation rate, provides an environmentally

robust differentiation rate in biphasic differentiation cascades by

temporarily ignoring environmental pressures. Indeed, in a strain

with a single-copy target plasmid, the optimal DAPG level is not

robust, varying over the full range of DAPG used (Figure S3).

Differentiation in the BDEC strain is moderately
resistant to mutant takeover in long-term evolution
experiments but fails due to a design flaw
We next asked whether the biphasic circuit is robust to sponta-

neousmutations that change the differentiation rate. For example,

complete loss of differentiation would be analogous to cancer-like

mutations that fail to differentiate. To do so, we performed evolu-

tion experiments starting with the original BDEC strain (Figure 1E)

and waited for mutations to occur spontaneously. We grew the

strain in �trp +TMP (10 ng/mL TMP) media with moderate inte-

grase induction (8 mM DAPG), diluting 1:100 into fresh media

approximately once per day (Figure 4A; STARMethods). Assaying

the fraction of cut plasmids by qPCR as a proxy for differentiation

rate, we found no significant change in differentiation within 24

transfers, or �160 generations (Figure 4B). The cultures indeed

appeared to approach a reproducible steady-state differentiation

fraction of �50%. The fraction of cut plasmids matched the

expectation of �70% uncut plasmids after 1 day (Figure 4B;

compare to Figure S1E) before decreasing to�50% upon subse-

quent transfers. This suggests that through selective pressure,

biphasic control maintains differentiation rate, which yields

maximum fitness at �50% uncut plasmids (compare Figures 1E

and S1E).We ended the evolution experiment after about 1month

of no obvious change in behavior.
tively reproduces the response of these three metrics. Color bars in (F)–(H) as in

ss all trp/TMP environments as a function of model parameters. Dashed lines

) are standard deviations over those repeats. See also Figures S3 and S4.
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Figure 4. Biphasic differentiation is maintained in long-term evolution but lost under strong selective pressure due to decoupling of the
biphasic control

(A) Schematic of the evolution experiment. The experiment was repeated in four independent histories (indicated by differing line styles in [B]–[D]) at 10 ng/mL

TMP, supplemented in initial (Transfer 0) growth with 0.25 mM trp (see STAR Methods). Note that the difference in growth conditions compared with Figure 1 is

minor (see Figure 3C).

(B) Fraction of uncut plasmids (approximate number of stem cells) in an evolved culture does not change significantly over 4 weeks (�160 generations) at

moderate integrase induction (8 mM DAPG), appearing to reach a reproducible steady-state differentiation fraction.

(C) Under high integrase induction (20 mM DAPG), the fraction of uncut plasmids approaches 1 within �1.5 weeks (�45 generations) in 2 out of 4 histories,

indicating a non-differentiating mutant with selective advantage.

(D) Sequencing of evolved cultures from (C) indicates mutants increasing in abundance over the �1.5 weeks of the high-induction experiment in 3 out of 4 in-

dependent replicates.

(E) Sequencing shows that the mutant simultaneously expresses both trpC (purple) and folA (red) via errant integrase action, which inverted (flipped) the folA and

pAra promoters, while breaking the production of AraC (also present on the chromosome).

Bands in (B) and (C) are standard deviations of two technical repeats. Error bars in (D) are bootstrapped from sequence counts (STARMethods). Line styles in (B)–

(D) refer to independent histories.
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We then increased the selective pressure on differentiation by

repeating the experiment with higher integrase induction (20 mM

DAPG). In this case, we found nearly complete loss of differenti-

ation for 2 out of 4 cultures within 7 transfers, or�45 generations

(Figure 4C), suggesting mutant takeover by non-differentiating

clones. We ended the evolution experiment following this loss

of differentiation.

To determine what mutations had occurred that disrupted

differentiation, we sequenced the culture plasmids, hypothesiz-

ing that relevant mutations were most likely to occur within the

circuit construct itself. We found that the two cultures with

mutant takeover contained inversions that flipped a DNA

segment, placing a constitutive promoter in front of trpC. The

inversion matches up at one end with the integrase target

site, indicating that this mutation was mediated by errant inte-

grase activity, which can invert DNA targets with appropriately

oriented target sites.41 This inversion broke the biphasic

coupling between loss of folA expression and induction of

trpC by allowing their simultaneous expression (Figures 4D

and 4E). The inversion also broke AraC production from the

plasmid, but the E. coli strain we used has genomic production

of AraC, which is presumably sufficient to drive the pAra pro-

moter in the circuit. The same mutation was found to be
938 Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024
increasing but still at low frequency in the two repeats

without complete loss of differentiation, suggesting that this

sidestepping of biphasic control via decoupling is reproducible.

It is plausible that this mutation could also take over the 8 mM

DAPG condition if given enough time.

Improved circuit design yields a version 2.0 circuit that
is highly resistant to mutant takeover
The mutations observed in Figure 4 suggest that the

mutant resistance of the circuit could be improved by redesign-

ing the circuit to avoid such constitutive expression upon

inversion. We thus built a ‘‘flip-proof’’ version 2.0 circuit using

a constitutive, unidirectional promoter instead of the AraC-

pAra arabinose-inducible component that included a bidirec-

tional promoter (Figure 5A). We termed the strain containing

this new circuit BDEC version 2.0.

We ran evolution experiments with this version 2.0 strain in

both �trp+TMP (biphasic) and +trp+TMP (monophasic) growth

conditions (Figure 5B). We found that the monophasic evolution

lost differentiation starting within 2 transfers and almost

completely within 13 transfers (�90 generations). Sequencing

of the cultures from transfer 13 showed that themonophasic cul-

tures lost the entire integrase cassette, including both phlF and
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Figure 5. Flip-proof BDEC version 2.0 strain is resistant to mutant takeover

(A) Schematic design as in Figure 1B of the version 2.0 circuit, showing replacement of the bidirectional promoter, which drove expression of both AraC and the

target genes (trpC, folA) using a constitutive unidirectional promoter.

(B) Fraction of uncut plasmids in evolution experiment as in Figure 4 in both biphasic (�trp +50 ng/mL TMP +20 mMDAPG) and monophasic (+385 mM trp +50 ng/

mL TMP +50 mMDAPG) growth conditions (see also Figure S5). The initial (Transfer 0) biphasic growth was supplemented with 0.25 mM trp (see STAR Methods).

(C) Sequencing of the cultures at transfer 13 showed that the monophasic cultures lost the entire integrase cassette. The same loss was found rarely in biphasic

cultures, indicating that the mutation existed but was selected for only in monophasic conditions.

(D) Distribution of the degree of differentiation of cells in the biphasic case at several time points shows that the cultures settled into a stable distribution that lasted

for the entirety of the experiment.

Error bands in (B) and error bars in (C) are standard deviations over 4 independent histories. See also Figure S5.
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A118 (Figure 5C). We ended the monophasic evolution following

this mutant takeover.

In contrast, the biphasic evolution successfully resisted mu-

tants, maintaining differentiation for at least 41 transfers (�270

generations). This same loss of integrase cassette was found

in the biphasic cultures at very low frequencies, indicating that

while the mutation was possible, it was not selected for in

biphasic conditions (Figure 5C).

Finally, we measured the distribution of differentiation states

within the biphasic culture at several time points over the course

of the evolution experiment. We found that this distribution was

qualitatively unchanged even by transfer 41, showing that the

differentiation lineage was stable (Figure 5D).

DISCUSSION

We used a ‘‘build-to-understand’’ approach to explore whether

biphasic control can protect differentiation against evolutionary

and environmental pressures. We built a synthetic differentiation

system in E. coli, in which an integrase irreversibly removes

antibiotic resistance in stem-like and progenitor-like cells (differ-
entiation) while simultaneously inducing the production of an

essential amino acid (biphasic control). This biphasic control

selected for a specific differentiation rate in competition experi-

ments, and after the design was corrected to prevent a specific

mutation that bypasses biphasic control, the circuit provided

protection against mutant takeover in long-term evolution exper-

iments. In contrast, the circuit was quickly taken over by non-

differentiating mutants in conditions where the control is mono-

phasic. Unexpectedly, the biphasic mechanism also provided a

differentiation rate that was robust in the face of wide variations

in growth conditions. By comparison with amathematical model,

we show that this environmental robustness is likely due to

transit-amplifying (fast-growing progenitor) states that are not

modulated by exogenous factors. Thus, biphasic control resists

takeover by mutants that lose differentiation and maintains a

steady differentiation rate across conditions.

Comparison with previous synthetic differentiation
Previous studies on synthetic differentiation have been con-

cerned with the problem of evolutionary stability and mutant

takeover.22,49 A synthetic differentiation systemwithout amutant
Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024 939
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resistance strategy lost differentiation due to non-differentiating

mutant expansion,22 with higher differentiation rate leading to

more rapid loss.

A synthetic differentiation study in yeast used a non-cell-

autonomous strategy to avoid mutant takeover. This employed

feedback via adhesion to differentiated daughters that secrete

an essential enzyme.49 The present circuit, in contrast, is cell

autonomous. It does not require feedback via secretion and

thus removes the possibility of cheater mutants that benefit

from, but do not share, the burden of essential enzyme produc-

tion.6 Furthermore, the yeast study strategy49 depended on

differentiated cells growing strictly more slowly than stem cells,

a situation not standard for stem cell tissues,50–52 and did not

include terminal differentiation. The present circuit allows for ter-

minal differentiation and includes an entire differentiation line-

age, including progenitors, which were lacking in previous

studies.22,49

Our circuit also differs from previous demonstrations of syn-

thetic biphasic control. Previous work used biphasic control for

a different goal, namely, population size control,31 and found

that such control prevents mutant takeover. This size-control cir-

cuit31 used feedback of secreted molecules as a quorum signal

with a biphasic effect on growth. The present circuit does not

require such feedback; instead, it uses a cell-autonomous link-

age between differentiation activity and growth rate.

Comparison of synthetic E. coli differentiation with
natural stem-based tissues
The present synthetic differentiation circuit contains some

important differences compared with animal stem-based tis-

sues. The present circuit works in suspension, whereas tissues

involve tight physical and chemical interactions between cells.

Mutation rates in bacteria are much higher per gene than in

stem-based tissues, and bacteria can grow much faster.53

Thus, one expects mutant takeover to happen more quickly in

bacteria. This makes it experimentally easier to study mutant

takeover in synthetic bacterial systems.

Wepropose that transit-amplifyingcell states in thepresent cir-

cuit provide a robust differentiation rate despite environmental

variation. Thismayoffer apotential role for transit-amplifying cells

in the context of animal stem-based tissues, in addition to their

role of amplifying cell numbers2,3 and reducing noise in cell pro-

portions.54 Conversely, for systems that need to alter differentia-

tion rate in response to the environment, one would expect few

intermediate states because then differentiation rate would vary

based on environmental pressures. This matches, for example,

the cyanobacterium Anabaena, which contains no transit-ampli-

fying states and differentiates only when nitrogen is scarce.10

Fitness landscape engineering
This work focuses on specifying fitness as a function of quantita-

tive genetic and environmental factors, a process we term

‘‘fitness landscape engineering.’’ This differs from standard syn-

thetic biology efforts to decouple circuit behavior from a cellular

‘‘chassis.’’55 In fact, if one considers the biphasic differentiation

circuit as a logic circuit, it encodes a simple function: replacing

folA and trpC in our circuit with green and red fluorescent pro-

teins would produce a simple BUFFER/NOT function. By con-
940 Cell 187, 931–944, February 15, 2024
necting both outputs of this logic circuit to the cellular fitness,

we obtain a fitness landscape that is biphasic with respect to a

quantitative genetic trait, differentiation rate. Assessing this

landscape is more complicated than assessing logic behavior

and requires growing cells both short and long term in a variety

of environmental conditions. Such a workflow enabled us to pro-

duce a robust differentiation circuit and discover that transit-

amplifying states enable this robustness.

The concept of fitness landscape engineering expands on

earlier methods of improving evolutionary robustness of syn-

thetic gene circuits. While many circuits are designed to provide

a particular behavior in specific, short-term growth conditions,

there is increasing interest in generating circuits that can main-

tain desired behavior over evolutionary timescales,35–40 which

can affect microbial cultures within days.56,57 Multiple ap-

proaches have been used to increase mutational circuit stability,

including reducing expression levels,35,58 removing homol-

ogy,35,58 adding overlapping reading frames with essential

genes,59,60 coupling to toxin/antitoxin systems,61 and using

strains with reduced recombination potential.57 A series of pa-

pers from the Balazsi group used a fitness landscape approach

to study and improve the stability of a switch circuit and ulti-

mately restore broken behavior in evolution.36,62,63

We anticipate that fitness landscape engineering could be

applied to a wide range of synthetic biology applications. It would

be important to include the measurement of fitness landscapes in

the design-build-test cycle of applications that require careful

modulation of fitness between sub-populations of cells and

between different environments. Such applications include

multicellular engineering,34,64–67 population control,31,56,68 and

biocontainment.57,61,69 Similarly, synthetic biology approaches

to antibiotic tolerance70,71 and cancer treatment72,73 require con-

trol of fitness in a strain- and environment-dependent manner

and would be well informed by the careful design and testing of

fitness landscapes.

The long-term protection from mutants observed in this study

by the version 2.0 circuit required us to correct the design of

version 1.0, which allowed an unexpected mutation to bypass

biphasic control. In this mutation, the integrase flipped a DNA

piece instead of excising it, placing a promoter in front of the

trpC gene, thereby breaking the biphasic coupling. In version

2.0, we removed this possibility by replacing a bidirectional pro-

moter with a unidirectional one.

In future engineering efforts, computational tools for predicting

potential mutations could make fitness landscape engineering

more efficient by suggesting mutationally robust designs. Com-

plete exploration of all mutants in a fitness landscape is infeasible

computationally and experimentally. However, algorithms that

combine automated feature annotation with in silico evolution

could significantly improve the ability to build mutant-resistant cir-

cuits.37,74,75 In the case of the mutants found here, such an algo-

rithm would minimally need to generate inversions, predict tran-

scription/translation rates of rearranged sequences, and provide

a model of growth under given environmental conditions.

Limitations of the study
Additional studies beyond the current scope could improve

our understanding of the generality of the presented synthetic
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circuit. The biphasic coupling is accomplished using specific

pressures (trp and TMP concentrations). Rebuilding the sys-

tem using genes other than folA and trpC would give a

better sense of the generality of this approach. Similarly, to

make the analogy to mammalian tissues and stem cells

more cogent, one could build a similar differentiation

system in eukaryotic cells or even stem cells by coupling

native or synthetic epigenetic-based differentiation to the

expression of genes with opposing effects on cell growth

and replication.

Additional measurements of the present circuit could also

help improve our understanding of the biphasic differentiation

mechanism. Single-cell cut-fraction distributions, expression

levels of folA and trpC, and growth rates are important aspects

of the system that we have included in our model but are diffi-

cult to measure experimentally. Some of this information could

be gained by fusing fluorescent reporters to folA and trpC and

monitoring growth microscopically, but care needs to be taken

to avoid changing the dynamics of the proteins themselves (see

also future work below). Finally, we tested the circuit with sin-

gle- and medium-copy target plasmids. Experimentally, it is

difficult to precisely control a low but non-single number of

copies and hence of progenitor states using the current

plasmid copy-number approach. Future approaches could

bypass this limitation by using orthogonal integrases that seri-

ally cut distinct target sites that are each present in a sin-

gle copy.

Future work
In future work, it would be interesting to study the spatial

behavior of the biphasic differentiation circuit. Natural stem

cell-based tissues often have defined structures. For example,

stem cells are evenly spaced among differentiated cells in the

fly gut, despite drastic changes in the size of the tissue during

development and starvation.76 In mammals, stem cells are local-

ized in a colonic crypt.45 How stem cell lineages, fitness land-

scapes, and spatial location interact to maintain such structure

could be potentially assayed using our synthetic model if grown

in a structured environment.

One could also introduce population control3,56,77 into the syn-

thetic differentiation system. In contrast to the biphasic differenti-

ation control proposed by Karin and Alon,17 the biphasic control

in this work is cell autonomous and decoupled from population

feedback control. This feedback could be introduced via the in-

duction of differentiation in stem cells by differentiated cells. The

cell-autonomous nature of our biphasic control could help in pre-

venting cheaters that fail to secrete or sense these diffusible feed-

back signals.56,78

More generally, it would be interesting to study other pro-

posed population and mutant control mechanisms by engi-

neering them into E. coli. Mechanisms such as reciprocity,79

spring-and-ceiling,80 or autoimmune surveillance of hyper-

secreting mutants (ASHM)81 have precise theoretical predic-

tions that could be assayed in controlled biological contexts

via fitness landscape engineering. We thus predict that in

addition to engineering evolutionarily stable multicellular con-

sortia for synthetic biology applications, fitness landscape en-

gineering will have wide-ranging applications in understanding
natural mechanisms for controlling tissue growth in multicel-

lular organisms.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-myc Abcam Cat#: ab9106;

RRID:AB_307014

HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit Proteintech Cat#: SA00001-2;

RRID:AB_2722564

Bacterial and virus strains

MG1655 Coli Stock Genome

Center (CGSC)

CGSC #6300

DSG1 (MG1655 DtrpC::KanR) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG578, pDSG545 (‘‘BDEC’’) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG545 (No-integrase control for qPCR) This paper N/A

JM109 pDSG553 (Pre-cut target for qPCR) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG589, pDSG545 (BDEC

with myc-tagged integrase)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG589L (RBS library

with myc-tagged integrase)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG590, pDSG545 (competition strain 8) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG591, pDSG545 (competition strain 7) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG593, pDSG545 (competition strain 11) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG594, pDSG545 (competition strain 10) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG595, pDSG545 (competition strain 2) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG596, pDSG545 (competition strain 6) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG597, pDSG545 (competition strain 9) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG598, pDSG545 (competition strain 1) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG599, pDSG545 (competition strain 5) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG600, pDSG545 (competition strain 3) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG601, pDSG545 (competition strain 4) This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG578, pDSG588 (BDEC version 2.0) This paper N/A

MG1655 pDSG488 (DAPG-induced folA used

in input function measurements)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG467 (Arabinose-induced trpC used

in input function measurements)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG546 (Arabinose-induced folA used

in cross-feeding experiment)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG550 (Arabinose-induced trpC used

in cross-feeding experiment)

This paper N/A

DSG1 pDSG578, pDSG602 (BAC-target strain) This paper N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

2,4-diacetylphloro-glucinol (DAPG) Cayman Chemical Cat#: 16345

Critical commercial assays

Fast SYBR Green mastermix Applied Biosystems Cat#: 4385612

MicroAmp Fast Optical 96-well reaction plate Applied Biosystems Cat#: 4346906

MicroAmp Optical Adhesive Film Applied Biosystems Cat#: 4311971

Mini-PROTEAN TGX precast Any kD gel Bio-Rad Cat#: 456-9034

BLUEeye prestained protein ladder Bio-Helix Cat#: PM007-0500

TransBlot Turbo transferpak Bio-Rad Cat#: 1704156
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

SuperSignal West PicoPLUS Thermo Fisher Cat#: 34580

Deposited data

Raw sequencing reads for competition

and evolution experiments

Plasmidsaurus SRA:

PRJNA1041632

Oligonucleotides

AmpR forward qPCR primer:

CAACGATCAAGGCGAGTTACA

This paper N/A

AmpR reverse qPCR primer:

TAACACTGCGGCCAACTTAC

This paper N/A

folA forward qPCR primer:

TCAAGTCGTCGGTTGGTATTG

This paper N/A

folA reverse qPCR primer:

AAGTGCAGCCACAGGATAAA

This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

pDSG467 This paper GenBank: OR829911; Addgene: 214209

pDSG488 This paper GenBank: OR829912; Addgene: 214210

pDSG545 This paper GenBank: OR829913; Addgene: 214211

pDSG546 This paper GenBank: OR829914; Addgene: 214212

pDSG550 This paper GenBank: OR829915; Addgene: 214213

pDSG553 This paper GenBank: OR829916; Addgene: 214214

pDSG578 This paper GenBank: OR829917; Addgene: 214215

pDSG588 This paper GenBank: OR829931; Addgene: 214216

pDSG589 This paper GenBank: OR829918; Addgene: 214217

pDSG590 This paper GenBank: OR829919; Addgene: 214218

pDSG591 This paper GenBank: OR829920; Addgene: 214219

pDSG593 This paper GenBank: OR829921; Addgene: 214220

pDSG594 This paper GenBank: OR829922; Addgene: 214221

pDSG595 This paper GenBank: OR829923; Addgene: 214222

pDSG596 This paper GenBank: OR829924; Addgene: 214223

pDSG597 This paper GenBank: OR829925; Addgene: 214224

pDSG598 This paper GenBank: OR829926; Addgene: 214225

pDSG599 This paper GenBank: OR829927; Addgene: 214226

pDSG600 This paper GenBank: OR829928; Addgene: 214227

pDSG601 This paper GenBank: OR829929; Addgene: 214228

pDSG602 This paper GenBank: OR829930; Addgene: 214229

Software and algorithms

minimap2 (v. 2.21-r1071) Li et al.82 https://github.com/lh3/minimap2

samtools (v. 1.12) Danecek et al.83 https://github.com/samtools/samtools

seqkit (v. 2.2.0) Shen et al.84 https://github.com/shenwei356/seqkit/

Biopython (v. 1.79) Cock et al.85 https://biopython.org/

Pysam (v. 0.16.0.1) N/A https://github.com/pysam-developers/pysam

NanoSV (v. 1.2.4) Cretu Stancu et al.86 https://github.com/mroosmalen/nanosv

Custom analysis code This paper Data S1
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, David S.

Glass (david.glass@weizmann.ac.il).
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Materials availability
Plasmids generated in this study have been deposited to Addgene. Strains are available upon request.

Data and code availability
d RawDNA sequencing data have been deposited at the NCBI Sequence ReadArchive and are publicly available as of the date of

publication. Sequence information for all plasmids has been deposited at GenBank. Accession numbers are listed in the key

resources table.

d All original code is included in this paper’s supplemental information.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Strains and plasmid construction
To prepare a DtrpC::KanR strain, the knockout region was transferred to MG1655 (CGSC #6300) from the Keio collection strain

JW1254 (BW25113 DtrpC770::KanR) using P1 phage transduction.87 Plasmids were constructed by Genscript, and in some cases

gel-purified to avoid plasmid multimers— particularly in the target plasmid— and verified by nanopore sequencing (Plasmidsaurus).

Initial sequences not produced via synthesis were sourced from Addgene (Roquet et al.41) or by PCR from the MG1655 genome

(trpC). To avoidA118 cutting target plasmids during strain construction, target plasmids were always transformed into strains already

containing the integrase plasmid with its associated repressor, as described in Roquet et al. To verify that no target plasmidswere cut

during cloning, the transformed stock was sequenced and analyzed by nanopore sequencing as described below.

Growth conditions
Standard growth conditions were designed to provide a tryptophan-free baseline. Cultures were grown overnight in LB, washed 5x in

M9minimalmedium (42mMNa2HPO4, 22mMKH2PO4, 8.5mMNaCl, 18.5mMNH4Cl, 2mMMgSO4, 0.1mMCaCl) by centrifugation

at 6000 rpm in a tabletop centrifuge for 3 min and replacing the supernatant with fresh M9 each time. Starting cultures were then

diluted back �1:500 into (unless otherwise stated) M9 + 0.4% arabinose supplemented with 50 mg/ml spectinomycin and/or

50 mg/ml ampicillin (for strains containing integrase and/or target plasmids, respectively). These cultures were supplemented with

the specified concentrations of inducer (DAPG) and ‘‘environmental conditions’’ (trp and TMP). Many growth conditions included

a low concentration of trp (<2 mM) (‘‘low trp’’) to help the cultures begin growth without trpC production (e.g., pure stem populations

without any cut plasmids). The BAC strain was grown in 30 mg/ml chloramphenicol instead of spectinomycin. For short-term growth

experiments, final growth cultures were prepared in 96-well assay plates by a Tecan FreedomEvo liquid handler in a final volume of

200 ml and covered with 50 ml mineral oil. Plates were then grown in incubators at 37�C shaken at 6 Hz. Every�30min the plates were

transferred by robotic arm to an Infinite M200Pro plate reader, which recorded the OD600. Reported OD values are background sub-

tracted per-well against the mean of the first few timepoints. Stocks of trp, TMP, and DAPG were stored at -20�C. Long-term stocks

of trp were stored at –80�C.

METHOD DETAILS

Library selection
An initial integrase-plasmid library (pDSG589L) was constructed by Genscript with a randomized 6-bp region within the RBS of

A118, predicted by the RBS calculator88 to range in translation rates over �5 orders of magnitude. A C-terminal myc tag was

included in this strain to assist with downstream Western analysis. Electrocompetent cells of the DtrpC strain were prepared

by serial washing in cold water (chilled 40 mL exponential-phase cells on ice 15 min, centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min, removed

supernatant and transferred to 1.5 mL conical tube, washed 2x at 1000 g for 5 min each, resuspended in 100 ml water + 10%

glycerol). The pDSG589L library was then transformed by electroporation using Bio-Rad MicroPulser with default Ec2 settings.

Around 104 – 105 colonies were collected, grown for �2 h in LB and stored with 25% glycerol at –80�C. Before storing as glycerol

stocks, a sample was prepared directly as electrocompetent cells and transformed with the target plasmid (pDSG545). A total of

576 colonies were picked and grown overnight in 1 mL LB in deep 96-well plates, washed, and grown as described above. Twelve

strains were selected as described in Figures S2A–S2C. Individual integrase plasmids in each strain were collected by miniprep

(Qiagen). The RBS region of each was sequenced by Sanger sequencing, revealing one ‘‘strain’’ (thereafter removed from future

experiments) to be a mixture of two strains.

Competition
The 11 selected strains were grown overnight in LB, washed inM9 as described above, OD-normalized, andmixed in equal volumes.

A sample of the mixture was stored as glycerol stock. The mixed culture was then diluted 1:100 into four 1 mL-cultures in a deep

96-well plate with M9 + arabinose + ampicillin + spectinomycin media as described above supplemented with 10 mM DAPG,

500 ng/mL TMP, and 0.25 mM trp (biphasic) or 385 mM trp (monophasic). Cultures were grown overnight covered in breathable
Cell 187, 931–944.e1–e6, February 15, 2024 e3
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film. Each day, a sample of overnight culture was stored as a glycerol stock. Cultures were then diluted 1:100 into fresh media on

subsequent days without any additional trp. DAPG was added fresh each day to avoid degradation. Glycerol stocks were PCRed

in a �1 kb region surrounding the RBS and sequenced using nanopore sequencing (Plasmidsaurus).

Evolution
For the evolution experiments, an overnight culture was grown and washed as described above. The washed culture was diluted

1:100 into four 1mL-cultures in M9 + arabinose + ampicillin + spectinomycin media as described above supplemented with trp,

TMP, and DAPG as described in the main text. Each day, glycerol stocks were made from overnight cultures. Cultures were then

diluted 1:100 into fresh media without trp. Media was stored for the duration of the experiments in 4�C without DAPG, which was

added fresh each day. Once per week, the cultures were transferred every 2 days instead of every day.

Nanopore sequencing and analysis
Nanopore sequencing was performed by Plasmidsaurus. Sequences were aligned to known plasmid references using mini-

map2 2.21-r1071 and processed using samtools 1.12 and seqkit 2.2.0. Subsequent analysis was performed in python

3.9.7 using Bipython 1.79 and pysam 0.16.0.1. Mutations were called using NanoSV version 1.2.4. Mutation frequencies

were calculated as the number of sequences supporting the called variant (output by NanoSV) divided by the sequencing

depth calculated by samtools within the plasmid resistance marker. Bootstrapped errors were simulated as the standard error

from 10000 repeats of drawing, with replacement, y mutants from n sequences where y is the number of called mutants and n

is the sequencing depth.

qPCR
Glycerol samples were diluted 1:10 into water and mixed with Applied Biosystems Fast SYBR Green mastermix (#4385612) and 4

pmol each primer. Each sample was probed in duplicate both within folA and within AmpR (on plasmid backbone). Samples were

placed in an Applied Biosystems MicroAmp Fast Optical 96-well reaction plate (#4346906), covered in MicroAmp Optical Adhesive

Film (#4311971), and run on an Applied BiosystemQuantStudio 3 qPCRmachine.Within each qPCR plate, samples were included of

a pre-excised strain (lacking folA) and a strain with no integrase plasmid (fully uncut). Raw fraction uncut was calculated as f =

2CTAmpR �CTfolA . Reported fraction uncut plasmids were normalized for primer efficiency as ðf � fnofolAÞ=fnointegrase.

qPCR in individual cells
After growing cultures for 48 h using the process described above, samples were OD-normalized. The culture was then serially

diluted to and plated on LB + 100 mg/ml spectinomycin + 100 mg/ml ampicillin to obtain�50 colonies per plate. Colonies were picked

(being careful to pick the entire colony to the extent possible) and resuspended in 30mL M9. The fraction uncut plasmids were then

quantified using the qPCR procedure described above. A few samples resulted in values above 100%cut; we considered these to be

100% cut. For the ‘‘bulk’’ samples, a 50 mL sample of culture was boiled, centrifuged, and 40 mL of supernatant stored at 4�C for later

use in qPCR.

Western blotting
Overnight cultures were first washed and resuspended in media as described above, using 385 mM trp and no TMP in 12 mL culture

with 10 mM DAPG. Cultures were then grown to mid-exponential phase in 50 mL filter-topped tubes. Cells were collected by first

centrifuging at 3000 rpm for 3 min at 4�C, removing supernatant, resuspending in 500 mL M9 in 1.5 mL tubes, centrifuging again

at 13200 rpm for 1 min at 4�C in a tabletop centrifuge, and removing all supernatant. Cultures were resuspended in 100 mL M9,

and a sample taken to measure OD. Samples of 45 mL were mixed with 15 mL 4x Laemelli buffer + 100 mM DTT and boiled at

95�C for 10 min. These were run on Bio-Rad Mini-PROTEAN TGX precast Any kD gels (#456-9034) along with a Bio-Helix BLUEeye

prestained protein ladder (#PM007-0500) at 150 V for 30min. The gels were transferred to blots using Bio-Rad TransBlot Turbo trans-

ferpak (#1704156) MiniFormat 0.2 mmPVDF using the 1 minigel mixed MW setting (1.3A, 25V) on the Bio-Rad Transblot Turbo. Blots

were washed 3x for 10 min each in PBS, blocked for 1.5 h in PBS + 5%milk, and incubated overnight at 4�C on a tilter in rabbit anti-

myc antibody (Abcam #ab9106). Blots were then washed 3x for 10 min each in PBS + 0.1% tween-20 and rinsed briefly in PBS. They

were then incubated on an orbital shaker for 2 h in PBS + 5%milk + 1:10000 HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody (Proteintech

#SA00001-2). Blots were thenwashed again 3x in PBS+ 0.1% tween-20 for 10min each and rinsed briefly in PBS. A 1:1mixture of the

two components in SuperSignal West PicoPLUS (Thermo Fisher #34580) were dripped onto the blots and imaged using a Bio-Rad

ChemiDoc MP Imaging system.

Model
The growth model is an extension of logistic growth, which is generally modeled as

_c = m
�
1 � c

K

�
c (Equation 1)
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with c the concentration of a single species of bacterium, m the growth rate of that bacterium, and K the carrying capacity of the cul-

ture. In our model, we extend this single-species logistic growth to logistic growth of multiple interconverting cell types. We write

this as:

_c =

�
1 � 1uc

K

�
ðP + afðDÞSÞMc (Equation 2)
where c is a vector of cell concentrations cx, indexed by number o
f cut plasmids x. The carrying capacityK is assumed to apply to the

entire culture, and hence divides 1uc =
Pn

y = 1cy. M is a diagonal matrix containing the growth rate of each species (Mxx = mðxÞ,
other entries zero). P and S arematrices that describe how the various species interconvert—P is a stochastic matrix driving random

distribution of plasmids to daughter cells during division, and S determines the conversion of cx to cx+1 via differentiation. The param-

eter a is the maximum integrase cutting rate, and the function fðDÞ = DnD =ðKD
nD +DnDÞ is an increasing Hill function of DAPG con-

centration D with half-maximal concentration KD and cooperativity nD.

We now describe the matrices P, S, and M in detail.

The replication/distribution matrix P

Wemodel the random replication and segregation of plasmids by the product of two processes. In the first step, modeled by a bino-

mial distribution, n plasmids of which y are cut are replicated to produce z new cut plasmids and n� z new uncut plasmids (producing

a total of 2n plasmids), with probability y=n of replicating a cut plasmid. In the second step, modeled by a hypergeometric distribution,

n plasmids of which x are cut are drawnwithout replacement from the 2n of which y + z are cut. All possible z are summed over, giving

a probability of producing a cell with x cut plasmids from a cell with y cut plasmids:

PðxjyÞ =
Xn
z = 0

�
n
z

��y
n

�z�
1 � y

n

�n� z

$

�
y+z
x

��
2n � y � z

n � x

�
�
2n
n

� : (Equation 3)

The production of cells with x cut plasmids is then
Pn

yPðxjyÞcy and in matrix form provides a term _cfPc where Pxy = PðxjyÞ.
The differentiation matrix S

Tomodel differentiation, we note that differentiation removes cx and produces cx+1. Thus, the rate of change due to differentiation for

cx is given by _cxfcx� 1 � cx and in matrix form can be written as Sc, where S is defined as

S =

0
BBBBBB@

� n
+ n �ðn � 1Þ

+ ðn � 1Þ � ðn � 2Þ
1 1

+ 2 � 1
+ 1 0

1
CCCCCCA

(Equation 4)

The growth-rate matrix M

We approximate the growth rate as a product of Michaelis-Menten functions with leakage. This approximates the logic that trp

and cut plasmids (trpC) increase growth rate while TMP decreases growth rate with protection provided by uncut plas-

mids (folA):

mðx;W;AÞ = m0

�
kW0 +

Weff

KW+Weff

��
kA0 +

KAeff

KAeff+A

�
; (Equation 5)
where effective tryptophan W = W +K k x and effective TMP
eff W c protection KAeff = KAð1 + kucðn � xÞÞ. The parameters W and A

represent the trp and TMP concentrations, respectively, n the plasmid copy number, KW and KA Michaelis-Menten coefficients

providing the concentration scales. The parameters kc and kuc determine the effectiveness of cut and uncut plasmids in providing

tryptophan and resistance, respectively. The growth rate for each species is independent, contributing a term _cxfmðx;W;AÞcx,
and in matrix form can be written as Mc with diagonal matrix M:

M =

0
BBBBBB@

mð0Þ
mð1Þ

mð2Þ
1

mðn � 1Þ
mðnÞ

1
CCCCCCA

(Equation 6)
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Component form

In component form, Equation 2 can be written as:

_cx =

 
1 � 1

K

Xn
y = 0

cy

! Xn
y = 0

PxycymðyÞ + a fðDÞðmðx � 1Þcx� 1 � mðxÞcxÞ
!

(Equation 7)

Simulations
Equations were numerically integrated inMathematica 12 using NDSolve. For the initial simulations, 62 log-spaced concentrations of

TMP and trp were used, with 82 log-spaced concentrations of DAPG for each condition ranging from 0.1 to 1000 (in addition to 0). For

the parameter sweeps, the same ranges were used, but with 32 different concentrations of trp and TMP, and 42 concentrations of

DAPG. The values of other simulation parameters and how they were estimated from the data or literature as described in

Table S1.48,89

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Number of samples, definition of values (e.g., means) and error bars (e.g., standard deviations) are described in the figure captions.
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Figure S1. Monotonically increasing the integrase activity controls antagonistic effects of trpC and folA to give cell-autonomous biphasic

differentiation, related to Figure 1

(A–D) Direct control of folA (A and B) and trpC (C and D) circuits and corresponding 2D input functions based on the induction of the two genes and exogenous

levels of their environmental-pressure counterparts. The scale parameters KA and KW for simulation are approximately equal to the concentration that gives half-

maximal growth rate at zero induction. Cultures were grown in M9 + 0.4% glucose. Values are means of 4 same-day repeats. Strains are MG1655 pDSG488 (A

and B) and DSG1 pDSG467 (C and D).

(E) Fraction of uncut plasmids decreases with increased induction by DAPG in low-trp (0.25 mM), high-TMP (10 ng/mL) culture (measured after 48 h growth). Curve

is a fit of the data (assuming the point at 40 mM DAPG as an outlier) to the Hill function fraction = k0 + ð1 � k0Þ Kn

Kn+DAPGn with k0 = 0:28± 0:04, K = 8:25± 1:24,

and n = 2:24± 0:61. Points are mean ± standard error across 4–6 replicates. Band represents the standard error on the fit.

(F) The average across individual colonies of fraction cut plasmids (Figure 1F) matches the fraction cut plasmids measured in a sample of the culture pre-plating.

Values aremean ±SEMacross 40 colonies for the colony data and over two technical replicates (the two data points correspond to the edges of the error bars) for

the bulk.

(G) Cross-feeding is not significant. Strains expressing either folA or trpC under arabinose induction (MG1655 DtrpC pDSG546 or pDSG550) were grown in M9 +

0.4% glucose + 0.4% arabinose + 300 mM cAMP with the specified environment (± 200 mM trp ± 100 ng/mL TMP). Strains grew to a consistent final OD in

permissive environments only. Co-culture of 1:1 mixtures of the strains failed to grow in the environment requiring both gene products (�trp +TMP). Bars ± caps

are mean ± standard deviation across 4 replicate cultures.
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Figure S2. Selection and ordering of competition strains, related to Figure 2 and STAR Methods

(A) A total of 596 colonies of a randomized 6-nt RBS library were grown in�trp (0.25 mM) +TMP (10 ng/mL) conditions with 20 mMDAPG induction. Delayed logistic

functions were fit to each strain to provide an estimated RBS rank (� 1/[lag 3 growth rate]).

(B) Data from (A) for twelve chosen strains that gave a range of estimated RBSes.

(C) The twelve chosen strains were grown in a range of DAPG concentrations to confirm shifted fitness peak location. The integrase plasmid of each one of these

twelve was sequenced; one of the twelve (pDSG592) was determined to be a mixture of two strains and was removed from further experiments. This yielded the

11 strains used in the competition assays.

(D) Integrase activity (fraction of cut plasmids at 10 mM DAPG, from Figure 2B) plotted versus the optimal DAPG concentration providing maximum yield (from

Figure 2A). This shows the starred strain as a clear outlier.

(E) Western blot of the integrase in all 11 strains at 10-mMDAPG. Although there is plenty of degradation in this western (top band in strain samples is at expected

55 kDa length), it is clear that the starred strain has by far the highest expression level. All samples were taken from mid-exponential-phase cultures with OD

between 0.8 and 1.2 except the pDSG593 strain, with OD around 0.6 (implying an even higher level of expression than that was apparent in the blot). LD, Bio-Helix

BLUEeye ladder. The myc-tagged parent strain (pDSG589), which has the same RBS as the BDEC strain, was included for comparison.

(legend continued on next page)
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(F) The ranked population fraction of each competed strain in biphasic conditions (Figure 2E) after competition highly correlates with how close the optimal DAPG

concentration of the strain (Figure 2C) is to the concentration (10 mM) used in the competition assay. Distance is calculated as jlogðDAPGmax=10mMÞj. Population
fraction rank is defined as the lowest rank for the highest population fraction.

(G and H) Figures 2D and 2E plotted versus integrase activity (�1/fraction of cut plasmids from Figure 2B) rather than rank, with strain 11 arbitrarily given integrase

activity of 1,000.
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Figure S3. Circuit behavior when placing target on bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC), related to Figure 3

(A–C) Heatmaps of (A) maximum yield, (B) nonmonotonicity, and (C) optimal differentiation rate as in Figures 3C–3E when the target plasmid is replaced with a

bacterial artificial chromosome (�1 copy/cell). Note that there is no growth in low-trp, high-TMP conditions. There is a sharp transition to no growth at sub-

saturating trp levels and non-zero TMP, suggesting that cells never gain the benefit of both trp production from trpC and resistance generated by folA. This

supports the idea that intermediate states are needed to generate progenitor cells that express both trpC and folA. Grayed areas reflect the fact that in the

indicated conditions, no peak could be discerned, precluding the calculation of an optimal differentiation rate. Data are averages over 3 replicates on sepa-

rate days.
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Figure S4. Predictions of fitness curves based on single-cell growth rates and extended data on parameter sweeps, related to Figure 3

(A) Growth rate m for any given cell as a function of the fraction of cut plasmids x is directly calculated from Equation 5, which depends on the environmental trp (W)

and TMP (A) concentrations, but not on DAPG (D).

(B) Population distribution of cells with the number of cut plasmids x after 40 h is simulated from the model Equation 2 for a given DAPG level (here D = 2:5).

(C) Overall fitness is determined by summing the population frequency distribution (i.e., sum over distributions such as in (B) at 40 h. The fitness curve is calculated

by repeating these calculations over a range of DAPG values. Fitness curves such as this are quantified in the main text by their maximum fitness, optimal

differentiation rate, and nonmonotonicity. Simulations for (A)–(C) run forW = 0, A = 5, kc = 0:1, kuc = 10, kA0 = 1:25, and kW0 = 0:05, with other parameters

as in Table S1.

(D) Data on parameter sweeps for all three metrics in Figure 3. Each metric is normalized to its maximum value across all simulations, and then the median and

interquartile range (IQR) are calculated. High values of kc, kuc, n, and alpha give low range (shaded bands) of optimal DAPG, while the maximum yield and

nonmonotonicity are not low (which would indicate a non-growing culture or flat fitness curve, respectively). The same is true for low growth-rate ‘‘leakage’’ kW0

and kA0.
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Figure S5. Fitness curves of version 2.0 strain with and without trp, related to Figure 5

Fitness curves show that the approximately optimal DAPG for the biphasic case (�trp = 0.25 mM) at �20-mM DAPG has barely any effect on the fitness of the

monophasic (+trp = 385 mM) case. To provide a fitness challenge appropriate to the monophasic case, we used 50 mM DAPG in the dynamic range of its fitness

curve. Curves measured at 50 ng/mL TMP as in Figure 5. Data are mean ± standard deviation across 3 same-day repeats.
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